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The photovoltaic effect and its evolution during electrical fatigue in Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (PZT) thin

films have been investigated. It is found that the photovoltaic effect of the as-grown PZT thin film

is highly affected by the asymmetric Schottky barriers, which can be tuned by applying an external

electric field. During fatigue processes, both open-circuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit current

(Jsc) decrease considerably with the increase of the number of electrical cycles. This phenomenon

could be ascribed to the degradation of the interfacial layer between the thin film and the electrode

induced by highly energetic charge carriers injected from the electrode during bipolar cycling. Our

work sheds light on the physical mechanism of both ferroelectric photovoltaics and polarization

fatigue in thin-film ferroelectrics. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4979525]

Ferroelectric materials have spontaneous electric polari-

zation (Ps) below a certain temperature Tc (the Curie temper-

ature), and their polarization can be reversibly switched by

applying an external electric field.1 Thanks to these useful

properties, ferroelectric materials have been widely used in a

variety of device applications, such as photovoltaic devi-

ces2–5 and ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAMs).

The basic working principle of FeRAMs is that the up and

down states of the spontaneous polarization of ferroelectrics

could be coded as the “1” and “0” states, respectively.

FeRAMs have many advantages over other memory devices,

such as non-volatility, radiation hardness, and faster reading/

writing speed.6 However, FeRAMs generally suffer from

severe polarization fatigue during the information reading

and writing processes.6 The phenomenon of polarization

fatigue in ferroelectrics has been intensively investigated for

many years, and a number of models and mechanisms have

been proposed in the literature, including the domain pinning

model,7,8 the interface nucleation inhibition mechanism,9

mechanical destruction,10 the formation of a “dead or block-

ing layer,”11 and the LPD-SICI model (LPD-SICI stands for

local phase decomposition caused by switching induced

charge injection). In particular, the LPD-SICI model devel-

oped in our previous work12,13 could interpret the formation

of the dead layer during fatigue and is also in good agree-

ment with many of the experimental observations published

previously.14–17 However, the questions as to how the dead

layer forms during the process of electrical fatigue and what

its properties are remain unclear.

On the other hand, ferroelectric photovoltaic devices,

which possess reversibly switchable photovoltaic effects2

and beyond-bandgap open-circuit voltage Voc,
3,18 have

attracted much research interest in recent decades. In a ferro-

electric photovoltaic device, the photo-generated charge

carriers are partially separated by the internal field induced

by spontaneous polarization,19 which is different from the

traditional photovoltaic device, where the photo-generated

carriers are separated by the electric field induced by the p-n
junction. The recent research result shows that the interfacial

contact between the electrode and thin films is very impor-

tant to the photovoltaic effect,20 and fatigue could also be

partially blamed on the degradation of the interfacial con-

tact.11 Thus, it is reasonable to believe the relevance between

ferroelectric photovoltaic and polarization fatigue. In this

work, we report the ferroelectric photovoltaic effect of the

Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 thin film and its fatigue characteristics.

The change in ferroelectric photovoltaic as a function of

fatigue cycles is studied. It is found that both the open-

circuit voltage Voc and the short-circuit current Jsc are highly

sensitive to the number of fatigue cycles.

Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 thin films were prepared by using a

sol-gel method on Pt(111)/TiOx/SiO2/Si(100) substrates, as

described in detail elsewhere.21 The Pt top electrodes of

�30 nm in thickness were sputtered onto the thin film through

a square shadow mask with the edge length of 0.42 mm. The

structural characteristics of the films were studied by X-ray

diffraction (XRD). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

was performed to examine the film thickness and the cross-

section morphology. The photovoltaic I–V characteristic

curves were recorded by using a Keithley 2400 source meter

under the standard solar illumination (AM1.5) provided by a

Xenon lamp. The leakage currents of the

Pt/Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 (PZT)/Pt thin films were recorded by

using a Keithley 6517B electrometer to analyze the Schottky

barriers both in the top and bottom film-electrode interfaces.

To avoid the contribution from polarization switch current, aa)Email: xlou03@mail.xjtu.edu.cn
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test voltage, lower than the coercive voltage, was selected,

and it ranges from �3 V to 3 V. The hysteresis loop and

fatigue measurements were performed by using a precision

ferroelectric tester (Radiant Technologies). A square wave-

form of 8 V in amplitude and 100 MHz in frequency was

used to fatigue the sample.

Fig. 1 shows the XRD pattern of the PZT thin film fabri-

cated on the Pt(111)/TiOx/SiO2/Si(100) substrate. It shows

that the film is polycrystalline with a pure perovskite phase.

No secondary phases can be identified. The film has a

smooth surface with a homogeneous thickness of �254 nm,

as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 displays the current density-voltage (I-V) curves

under four different poling states, that is, the as-grown state,

the Pr-UP state, the Pr-DOWN state, and the dark state. The

As-grown PZT thin film shows an open circuit voltage (Voc)

of �0.7 V and a short circuit current (Jsc) of 2 lA/cm2. The

top electrodes are defined as the anodes, which is different

from those reported previously.22 In our case, a negative Voc

and a positive Jsc could be obtained. In order to reveal the

relationship between the photovoltaic effect and the ferro-

electricity of the PZT thin films, a 10 V (or �10 V) voltage

was used to pole the thin films, and the tested I–V curves are

shown in Fig. 2. Compared with the as-grown state, Jsc

increases from 2 to 4 lA/cm2 in the Pr-up state, while it

decreases from 2 to 1.8 lA/cm2 in the Pr-down state. The pho-

tovoltaic effect could be characterized by not only the I–V

curves but also the quantum efficiency, as reported in the

PZT22–24 and BFO25,26 thin films. Normally, the quantum effi-

ciency of PZT thin films peaked at around 340 nm, correspond-

ing to the band gap of the PZT thin films (3.6 eV (Ref. 22)).

The semi-log plots of the temperature dependent current

density-voltage (J–V) curves are shown in Figs. 3(a) and

3(b). Generally, the leakage current of a ferroelectric capaci-

tor with a typical MFM structure depends on the two follow-

ing points: the thin film itself and the interface between the

electrode and the film.1 Since the same capacitor was used,

the difference between the negative and positive branches of

leakage current is caused by different Schottky barriers at

the film interfaces, whose conduction obeys the Schottky

emission mechanism.20 When a positive voltage is applied

on the top electrode, the electrical field points downward,

parallel with Ebi-bottom but antiparallel with Ebi-top. Therefore,

the positive branch of leakage is determined by the bottom

Schottky barrier, while the negative one is determined by the

top Schottky barrier. Both of these two leakage curves could

be fitted using the Schottky emission mechanism27,28

J ¼ A��T2 exp

�q ;B �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

qV
4pee0w

q� �

kT

2
4

3
5
; (1)

where J is the current density, A** the effective Richardson’s

constant, q the charge of an electron, UB the Schottky barrier,

V the applied voltage, e the dielectric constant, e0 the vacuum

dielectric constant, and k the Boltzmann constant. Based on

this, the Schottky barrier heights are concluded following the

processes described elsewhere.20,23,29 In the Pr-up state, the

Schottky barrier heights at the bottom Pt/PZT interface and

at the top PZT/Pt interface are 0.79 eV and 0.49 eV, respec-

tively, while in the Pr-down state, these Schottky barrier

heights are 0.73 eV and 0.58 eV. The schematics of the

energy band diagram with the quantified Schottky barriers in

different poling states are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).

First, we find that in both Pr-up and Pr-down states, the

Schottky barrier heights Ubottom are larger than Utop. The

asymmetric back-to-back Schottky barriers might be the rea-

son for the photovoltaic effect in the as-grown state. In ferro-

electric photovoltaic devices, the internal electrical field

separating the photo-generated carriers originates from the

combination of ferroelectric spontaneous polarization,29,30 the

depolarization field,31 and the Schottky barriers in the top and

bottom interfaces.30 Since the as-grown state mainly consists

of domains with randomly orientated polarization, its photo-

voltaic response is believed to be mainly originated from the

Schottky barriers in our case. Since the electron affinity of

PZT is about 2.15 eV and the work function of Pt is about

5.3 eV,32 a built-in electrical field (Ebi-top and Ebi-bottom) induced

by the back-to-back Schottky barriers is formed in the Pt/PZT/

Pt capacitors, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). It is known that

annealing processes affect the defect redistribution, oxygen

vacancy concentration, and PbO volatilization in PZT thin

films, especially at the interface.33 What’s more, as reported

by Shen et al.20 believe that the loss of PbO at the top inter-

face during the annealing process may form a conductive
FIG. 1. XRD pattern of the Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 thin film fabricated on a

Pt(111)/TiOx/SiO2/Si(100) substrate. Inset: the cross-sectional SEM image.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the photovoltaic effect on the polarization direction.
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layer and lead to a lower barrier at the top Pt/PZT contact. As

a result, the total electrical field Ebi (Ebi¼Ebi-bottom �Ebi-top)

induced at the asymmetric Schottky barriers points down-

ward, acting as the internal built field to separate the photo-

generated carriers in the as-grown state. What’s more, the

internal built electrical field and the photovoltaic effect also

affected by the space charges in the grain boundaries in the

polycrystalline PZT thin films. As reported by Xu et al.,34

they found an abnormal sharp peak of photocurrent within

10 s after poling, and they attributed this to time-dependent

space charges. During the poling process, the carriers were

injected and located on different trap levels, changing the

internal field with consequence over the photocurrent. After

poling, the trapped carriers are released over time, and the

induced internal field and abnormal photocurrent disap-

peared. In our as-grown state samples, the effect of space

charges on the photovoltaic effect was very weak. In the pol-

ing state samples, we test the photovoltaic effect after poling

for 1 min, carefully avoiding the impact of the abnormal

phenomenon.

Then, the Ubottom in the Pr-up state (0.79 eV) is higher

than that in Pr the -down state (0.73 eV), and the Utop in the

Pr-up state (0.49 eV) is lower than that in the Pr-down state

(0.58 eV). The polarization dependence of Schottky barrier

heights might be the reason for the polarization dependence

of the photovoltaic effect, which could be well explained by

the so-called depolarization field (Edep) effect mentioned

previously. As schematically shown in Fig. 3(c), when the

thin film is poled to the up state, Edep is built, points down-

ward, enhances Ubottom, decreases Utop, and finally enlarges

Ebi, leading to the enhanced photovoltaic effect. However,

when the thin film is poled to the down state, as shown in

Fig. 3(d), the results are converse.

The bipolar electrical fatigue properties of the film, the

polarization-voltage hysteresis loops, and the photovoltaic

responses in different fatigue states are shown in Fig. 4. In

Fig. 4(a), we can see that the film shows a typical fatigue

degradation curve with an increasing number of electrical

cycles. It consists of three different stages: the slow fatigue

stage (from point A to C), the logarithmic stage (from point

C to around 108 cycles), and the saturated stage (from around

108 cycles to point D), which is consistent with the work

published previously.16 We chose four points (A, the virgin

film; B, that after 105 cycles; C, that after 107 cycles; and D,

that after 109 cycles; as shown in Fig. 4(a)) to study the evo-

lution of polarization fatigue, and the corresponding P-V
loops and the photovoltaic responses associated. The results

are shown in Figs. 4(b)–4(d). From points A to B, the sponta-

neous polarization shows little change. Voc keeps almost con-

stant, and Jsc increases a little from 3.5 to 3.8 lA/cm2. This

is reasonable because initial switching induces the rearrange-

ment of randomly distributed domain walls, which are

believed to have better conductivity than the domains and

grains.35–37 The alignment of domain walls forms conduct-

ing channels in the film and therefore enhances the collection

of the photo-generated carriers. This result is also consistent

with our previous studies, where we found that the dielectric

constant increased slightly after the initial 5� 105 cycles.36

From points B to C and to D, the evolution of spontane-

ous polarization and the photovoltaic responses during the

fatigue processes can be well explained by using the local

phase decomposition caused by the switching-induced

charge injection12,13 (LPD-SICI) model. In this model, an

extremely high depolarization electric field Ebc may be gen-

erated near the electrodes by the bound charges at the tip of

the needlelike domains during switching. The local injected

power density is given as EbcJ, where J is the current

injected from electrode during switching, producing abun-

dant Joule heating, leading to local phase decomposition at

randomly distributed domain nucleation sites.

As demonstrated above, the photovoltaic response in

the as-grown PZT thin film is mainly attributed to the

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of

J-V cures in (a) the Pr-up state and (b)

the Pr-down state. The schematics of

the energy band diagram with quanti-

fied Schottky barrier height in (c) the

Pr-up state and (d) Pr-down state in the

Pt/PZT/Pt capacitor.
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asymmetric Schottky barriers. This is consistent with the

data from points B to C, where Edep decreases significantly,

while Jsc remains constant. Therefore, the evolution of the

photovoltaic effect can be ascribed to the change in the

Schottky contact in the interface induced by LDP-SICI dur-

ing fatigue processes. From points B to C, Jsc remains the

same and Voc decreases from �0.65 V to �0.42 V, as shown

in Fig. 4(c). During the fatigue processes, the local phase

decomposition occurs at the randomly distributed domain

nucleation sites, producing many “dead dots,” as shown

schematically in Fig. 5(b). The “dead dots,” which possess a

lower dielectric constant than that of the fresh films, change

the Schottky contact and consequently Ebi-top and Ebi-bottom,

leading to the decrease in Voc. The reason for the unchanged

Jsc in the initial fatigue stage is that the “dead dots” are dis-

tributed separately at the interface and do not penetrate

through the film, therefore having little influence on the con-

ductivity of the film. From points C to D, as shown in Fig.

4(c), Jsc decreases from 3.8 to 2.1 lA/cm2, while Voc remains

almost stable. As the fatigue process continues, the randomly

distributed “dead dots” increase in total number, and they

connect to each other to form a continuous “dead interface

layer,” as illustrated in Fig. 5(c). The formation of the “dead

layer” cuts off the conducting channel and resulted in the

complete degradation of the photovoltaic effect. In order to

confirm the formation of the “dead layer,” we checked the

photovoltaic effect after 3.6� 108, 7.2� 108, and 109 cycles,

respectively, and the results are shown in the inset of Fig.

4(d). A negligible change in the photovoltaic response at

these three different points can be observed, implying the

formation of the “dead layer” at the beginning of the satu-

rated fatigue stage.

By referring the LPD-SICI mechanism, we can under-

stand the evolution of the interface during the fatigue pro-

cesses: (1) In the slow fatigue stage, the reverse domain

nucleation sites appear randomly, and there is no or slight

fatigue; (2) In the logarithmic fatigue stage, the domain nucle-

ation sites start to phase decompose due to charge injection

induced by polarization switching, and the “dead dots” are

formed. As the number of fatigue cycles further increases,

local phase decomposition takes place continuously at the

interface, and the “dead dots” are connected to each other to

form the “dead layer.” (3) In the saturated stage, the “dead

layer” is formed completely, and its thickness increases slowly

with the increase of the cycle number. The poor conductivity

of the “dead layer” reduces the field seen by the bulk film and

therefore leads to the abrupt decrease in the fatigue rate.

In summary, the fatigue mechanism of Pt/PZT/Pt ferro-

electric thin films has been studied by testing the photovol-

taic responses at different fatigue stages. Combined with the

FIG. 4. (a) Fatigue characteristic curves

of the PZT thin films. The blue circles

A, B, C, and D show the stages selected

to test the photovoltaic effect. (b)

Polarization-voltage hysteresis loops of

the selected four stages and (c) the cor-

responding photovoltaic effect. (d) The

Jsc and jVocj as a function of cycles. The

inset shows the photovoltaic effects in

the saturated fatigue stages.

FIG. 5. Schematic mechanism of the

capacities under different fatigue

stages. (a) The virgin thin films corre-

spond to blue circle A. (b) The initial

fatigued thin films correspond to blue

circle C. (c) The saturated fatigued

thin films correspond to blue circle D.
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photovoltaic responses obtained and the LPD-SICI model

established by the present authors, we believe that (1) the

slow fatigue stage contains pre-formed dead dots; (2) in the

logarithmic stage, dead dots are formed and connected; and

(3) the dead layer is formed in the saturated fatigue stage.

Our results may provide a better understanding of the mecha-

nism of ferroelectric photovoltaic and the microstructural

evolution in the Pt/PZT/Pt interfaces during fatigue

processes.
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